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MATERIALS SUITABLE FOR CLOTHING AIRCRAFT
FIRS CRJ,sH RESCUE TEiJ\lS - p;.m 1

by

R. YI. Pickard and D. L. Simms

1 • Introduction

ldrcraft crash fires often burn vigorously and fire7fighting is greatly
hampered by thennal radiation and by t'Lamea , The rescue teams must therefore have
clothing that will give them adequate protection and at the same time allow them
sufficient freedom of movement for their work to be done efficiently. This paper
examines the first part of the problem only.

Three tests have been devised in order to assess the relative merits of a
number of clothing assemblies developed for the Ministry of Supply. The first test
was designed to assess their ease of ignitiun by a flume in the presenseof
supporting radiation, the others to estimate the protection given by the clothing
against conducted heat 'when exposed separately to heat radiation and flames. In
the latter two tests human flesh was simulated by horse meat placed in contact
with the unexposed face uf the assembly. The protection ,vas measured by the time
taken for the meat surface in ccntact ,nth the clothing to. rise by 25°C., corres
ponding to a skin temperature of just above 600 c. Though there is some uncertainty
about the ma.ximum acceptable rise in temperature the object' of the v.ork was to
classify the. various fabrics in order of effectiveness rather than to make rrieasure

'ments of the protection time. This of course would involve other factors and a. final
assessment could only be made as a result of field trials.

The clothing assemblies tested have been divided into four groups as follows:-

( 1 ) Suiting

(2) Gauntlets

(3) Helmets

(4) Footwear.

T1U3LE 1

Materials.used together with their weights per unit area'
and thickness

---·----·--·-1---------·-·
SPECIMEN J COMPOSITION' I wt/unit area Thickness

-gn/crn2 - rom.
.-_._.--- -'~ .- .--..-..-.-----..----.-.------------- ---_._-.----.---1-----------_..-- --'

+' lWhit e leather 0.14 2.30
a
.0

(Open we~ve asbestos
- ...'.

"
0.77 2.0

$ i'Mh ._----_._-~--.------_ .... .- -_.- -_.-_. __._.-.-.- ' . .- -_._.'."'. -";U~n-ium--;ynid-;---' '--'--'--"
0 P. V.C. on a cotton base 0.069 , 0.6
+'a laminate . with aluminium coating
.~ ..--_....._. ---_..- _.__.--_..---,"- ._-_.. --_..._------:--

"--'-.- .(Whit e goatskin_ 0.069 0.9
l..nbcstos cloth Asbestos bonded to 0.081

,
1•1

cut ton with :rubber
---- _..-._---_.__._--- --- ------_.. - ,.,.

Socks 'vvool 0.043 1.5
'--- .._---.__.._------- - -_.....- _.._--- ..__ . ..- ._. ..

Lasting cloth Wool 0.029 0.9
-.,'

String vest Diameter of string 2 rom• 0.092 5.4
String made of cotton

.._--- ------------ ._.._._--_..._----- . ---~.~_._.

Lining Acetate rayon 0.010 0.3_. ------ .- _.
Raschel netting Cotton 0.033 2.3-.-.- ----_.

I
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TABLE 1 (c::mtd.)
I

~---

, _._--
I i I

1
Wt/unit area Thiclmess',I SPECIMEN I COMPOOLTION

gIr/cm2 - nun.. '-'_.. I I
..

'-

)~
(Asbestos cloth I t= 0.12

i.9
+3, ~

{~.:mvas ..interiayer
--,~-,.---

.g,I~ Jute I 0.092 1.6
It·;) --' I --6.021 0.6

_.-
m I Cotton lining I

'I I .._---- _._----_..--
C2 Gauntlet I Alwniniwn fa!ced 0.083 1.4

II
,

asbestos Cld,th
.._----f-----.---.

falce~-
--"'---'--- ..__.._--_.~ .....

'I C7 Gauntlet ~ - .. O. '12 2;p.l1..lum.~n~um

I asbestos clo~h
-. '. --r" .. . ----._--_._.--:.. ' •• ___4 ___ , ___• __ " _ " __

II
Brushed 0.025 1.8
knitted cotton
lining (brown) --______9_..._..,....-. .. .- f-._.•-.•--.. .. - -----_..-
Brushed 0.031 1.. 9 c

. Imitted cotton

. __J_ lining (grey)
1-.

\

'I Lining canvas Linen 0.086 2.0
I lining
1,1

,
. ".- _.-_._.. -- - ._-._-_._....

1,1 Space fabric P - . l'd I 0.13 10.5oJ.yvJ.·ny J. ene I
il chloride and \

I" polythene,-_ ..__... - ---I----"- -....--_. ..- -_.__.__....._-

Marglas fabric 13 oz. glass !fibre - -
1007/72 fabric coated both

sides with Ineoprene -
aiuminiwn faced-_..~ - .__. I,

- . I.

1.1

lllwninium foil 13 oz. a.rurm.mum - ..
coated fabric f:Jil f- I

II
on a J.ame

p roo f'ed cottdn
II base I- 'I

treated Lith

....

II
Fearnought Wool 0.085 3.0

b:Jrax and b I.arlO
II acid I" ----- --.._._- --------- -~_.. ._.__..
'I

I, Sole leatl}er - - 4.2.._--
il

Insole leather I - 3.5
.. ----_.- - ..- f------

,

White c.Jle leather'.1 - .~3..0

-- ._-_._.._--- -_.. -._.. ----.-_..._-----_. -----_... , ... - ....._...
,

II Expanded 0.21 3 -.1

II
rubber

,'-' ---_. -- --- .....__.-_. -"
:,1

(Chromi~ - 1.2,

'I p'latedsteel
II . _.. ._-" -

\

----:--1---- .._- ....__..._._._-----
Upper leather - 1.3

" ------ ...._.- ...
II Expanded 0.21 3.1,
'I rubber:,

------~_ .. ._ ..~'---_.._- .-_.' _...__.. -
'.1 Perforated

...-·----·..·....·..-r·---- ,

II
- 2.5Leather- - ---_... .

II Gauntlet leather
\--_..

il (palm) --..
'! Gauntlet leather

\

,
,I (back of hand)

. ····~·-..-1· .. - - -_._~-,. -...._~.
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Only the lower sectiuns of suiting, the gauntlets and the footwear were subjected
to the flame test as these alone would be likely to be exposed to a hazard of this
kind. All the groups were tested for flammability and protection against heat
radiation with the exception of the footwear which had to pass the mJresevere flame
test.

2. Experimental procedure and results

. (11) Thef".LaIJ'JTIabilit;i test

A specimen of each outer fabric 12 in. x 2 in. vms hung vertically and a
srmll petrol f'Lame was allowed to play on the lower end' of t.he specimen.
It'was exposed to radiation at an intensity of 2 watts/cm2 chiracteristic
of a temperature of 8500C. Any vertical spread of flame over: the specimen
was noted.

The results showed that flames sprend rapidly over the surfa~ of lasting
cloth* and severe flashing was observed with Fearnought.* Nc flame
spread was observed with the asbcst0s gauntlet gloves and the helmet

. I .

fabric though slight flashing was observed with the latter. '.

(b) The radiation test

The clothing assemblies were m~unted on a metal frame (Plate~ 4 and 5)
so that an area 2t in. x 2t in. was exposed tc: radiation from "the gas
fired panel. Behind these a 28 S.W.G; copper-constantan thermo cauDle
was placed between the:inateria:l 'and a' piece of horse meat, simulating
human tissue. The Lnc.i.derrt radiant intensity was again'2 watts/cm2•

The specimen was initially shielded from the radiation and then rapidly
moved .into pGsition in front of the panel. The output· from the thermo
counle was recorded automatically. The specimen was exposed'to the
radiation until a temperature rise of' 25JC. was recorded. The radiation
was then .cut off and any further rise, in temperature hated.

The additional protection provided by undervrear consisting of a·shirt
and string vest was assessed by carrying out the test both with and
without these additional layers. The results are given in Table 2.

TiJ3LE 2

Time for the temperature on flesh behind different clothing assemblies to rise by
25?C. when irradiated at an intensity c:f 2 w/cm2• (The figures in parentheses denote
tJt results obtained when underwear was .incIuded in the ,assembly. ), .

i,
I-~-- I .._----",

I Time for Maximum Further time
I temperature I temperature to reach

Material ris e of 25°C. rise nnximuni )

" ..._._____.._______......:..__J. °C.
temperature, .

(sec.) (sec.){

_.-.,......

Fearnought 65 25
(255) (25) ( -)

"----- ._.._-_.._.~ -- "._.__...
c!J Lasting clotIv'1 layer string 105 25
i':1 vest spacer/lining (255) (25 ) (10 )E-<
H ---_._----- ..-_._---~ ..__......._._--_.~_ .. ---'--"
~
[f.l Iasting cloth/2 string 190 35 60- vest spacer/lining (350) (28). (55)

. • ... • I

*These materials had bee~ treated with a fire-re~ardant preparation, normaily
this prevents propogatLon of flame" but not however, In the pr-esence-of
supporting radi~.tion of tile 'intenSity used '(21: ,<,
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TABLE 2 (contd.)

'1
._------- .. _~....~.-

, jI Time for Maximum Further time
temperature temperature to reach

Material rise \ 0 f 25°e.. rise maximum
temperature

(sec. ) °e. (sec. )
I -' .~.

sting cloth/spacer fabric/ _J(~) 31 20
ining (30) (10 )

.-.__............._- •...-._._------ .. ._,_._.

sting cloth/1 layer Raschel \ 70 25 -
ctting spacer/lining ~ 280) (25 ) (-)

I - ---.. ....... --_........._--_...-----_.-._----_..- -
sting cloth/2 layers I 55 26 10
schel netting spacer/lining (1310) (2~) .( -)---_.__._- - .. _ ~...'.~__._._....... o__._, .. _

sting clo~h/1 layer string 40 25 -
est

- -- .._--,_. '-.."-'.• _"
sting cl.oth/2 layers string 1

190 25
..-

est I .---...-. . ._-------,----- =~.=::;::.::=~. --:_==':-":'=-...::;::~:":'.-_..- ._._-_. .. _..........._-- -_. ---I6-5-.---tandard fire crash duty glove . 27.5· 15
._--.,. ....._--............--_._._----_.

I --- .. ._-..~._ .

2 gauntletjbrushed knitted 580 25 -
otton lining (brown) I.- -- .__....- .....__ . ...- .. '-----.._._-_..

gauntlet/brushed
I

2 knitted 210 25 -
co bt.on lining (grey)

1 ...
gauntlet/linen

'. I
2 canvas 4-35 25 -

lining
1..._---_.-.--~----_._--_. .~ . f-._-_. ---'.'-

7 gauntlet/brushed knitted 430 25 -
ott;:;n lining (brown) . I .

1------- ------- .....-....
I

7 gauntlet/brushed knitted 645 25 -
cotton lining (grey) I I .
.._------_._--_._--._--_.- .................. .-r---.--~---.-.. .,

gauntlet/linen
I

7 canvas 270 25 -
lining \ ._.
leather/foamed (palm)

I
rubber 1130 31 j

· 105
:2 la~ers"'lea ther- (back ·Of---·--- ._.-.-~--_ .._--~--_._--- .._-.....-- ....._--_..... "' .......

. ~51" . 26 10blnd , I
0"

- . - ._- ................. ~ . - --==---- ----
I

1arglas Fabric No.1007/72 84 25 -
Neoprene coated and (132) (25) (-)
aluminium faced

1._-_._-----. '-'-;1;--'-- --------_...._.
luminium (Foil) .ccated 25 -

fabric flame-proofed cotton (264) (25 ) (-)
ase I . --_--.. ------........_...._- ---- _.............. ---------_.

I.a
v

s

c

L9..
Ra

La.
v

c

c

La

c

n

,

II C

I
'I

(c) The flame test

........
'LJ
+l
l::

8.......
c.!J

~ IE-i
H II
~ j'

I
II

II.

1:1! I
II

_....._---,~

il
:1

_.__1, -,-

I
!La.

11

The apparatus used f~r these tests is shown in Figure 1 and Plates 6 and
7. It was designed to e~~ose the c]othing assemblies to flames from a •
petr~l fire. The suiting and gaunt]ct specimens were m0unted on the frame
shown in Plate 1 and inserted intu d square hole 2t in. x 2t in. cut in
the asbestos wood shield A (Figure 1\). The rear of' the specimen was"
protected f'rom flames by the asbestos board B. -I'he slightly modified
apparatus fer the footwear specimens 'is shown in Figure 1..
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The petrol fire was obtained by burning about '150 cc, of pe t rc.i floated
on water in themeta:t. tray e. The shield 1':.. was mounted so that'its front
face was vertical and 2 in. beyond the edge of the tray C. The petr8l
was ignit~d and allowed to burn until 11 temperature rise of 25°C.,
measured in the manner already described, was recorded. The fire was
then extinguished and any further rise in temperature·noted. The results
of' these experiments are given in Table 3. Except where ntated the foot
wear specL~ens were all tested with two layers of knitted woollen socks.

TABLE 3

Time ,for the temperatur~ on flesh b0hind different clothing assemblies
to rise 250C; ~

Material

F

TiJne .for . jl

temperature
rise of 25°C.

(s ec , )

Maximum ! Further time
temperature i . to reach

rise i maximum
I

1 temperature
°e. ! (sec. )

---.--------.-----~.r---------.:_+------+--------- ..
Fearnought 30 25

........-----------.---- -"" ._._.._-t--_.. _._-- --_._:-' j-•. _-'---'_.•- .• " .....

Lasting cloth/1 layer 30 25 :
string vest spacer/lining
-_.--------,------+-------.-+_._~---~-~-~--_._-_.

rest ing cloth/2 layers 65 27.515
string vest spacer/lining

, _.. _."_' _--_.- -----_._.~------.---- -_._-'---._-_ .
Lasting clotq(spacer 35 25 -
fabric/lining

., _..._--------------_....._..

Lasting cloth/1 layer
Raschel netting
spacer/lining

.._ _--_ ..__ .....• ,...._-----_.._ _ _--_.__ __ .

20 25 -

-.----.----- •.----_._..-1-._- -.----,--'---'"

40 25 -
---------_._--_._--
Lasting cloth/2 layers

, Raschel netting spacer/

_____....._.~ in~:g ._=.::.:=-_-::.-;-::-...:==:::.-:::..........=:"':"':' .':::==-._.:-:.'== =_::.~::.....,..'.:-:::::C'..'-;'..: .c..=r:=-::::-===-".

..... -._._--_.__.. _._-_..__ "- -- --'- - _ _--_._.._-.._-----_.._.

8

8

3.

31

30

29

C2 gauntlet/linen canvas
lining

standard fire crash duty 23
(asbestos) glove
.------- ------.-...-.-1---.--.---~- ~~-----t----:--...-----

P2 gauntlet (aluminised 15 30
asbestos)/brushed knitted
cotton lining (brown)
.' ...----------..----- -----.-=-----1---------+--..----..-..
C2 gauntlet/brushed kni tted 7
cotton lining (grey)

,.
. f

--_..- -.-- ----~---__t----------,.--+--,..------+--':-------

16

25

35

c1 (aluminised asbestos)
gauntletjbrushed knitted
cotton lining (brJwn)

•.----..-..--.--------..-.- _ '.".' .-.. _ -_ -- -_ _ .._--1--._--_ .

C7 gauntlet/brushed knitted 28 29 19
cotton lining (grey)
.-...- .. -----.-.-..•--.-,---.•-. :-- ---...---.---- 1--•.•.-.-----+----------
C7 gauntlet/linen canvas -19
lining

_c __••••••••--------,-t-----.---t-.------f-------
Leather/foamed rubber 70 85 36

.._-_._ •._-------------_.._. -----_.•.__ .. _.~------_ ..._._----_ ..-
2 layers leather 33 31 14

=:=========================="*=====_...
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40

50

106

5

39

35

-.-----..- ...-.-...----. "'-"--1
Maximum I Further time I

temperature I to reach
rise I maximum. .Itemperature
00. (sec. )

••••• -._--_..... _ ...... _-0 ••• _ ••_._~ _._•• _ •• _ • • ' •• _"

Sole min. sec.
glowing

20

, 504

6

TABLE 3 (contd.)

\ .

IT'im~-'f~r -
.temperature
rise or 25°0.Material

As above but without socks

II
11

~ (sec.)·-t-,---_.._--_._-_....--_. --'- ...._.__.-,._.. ...... -... __.._~._----'_ ....
II I Sale Leathery'f'oamed rubber/ min. sec,
. perforated leather/.c-.sbestos 9[ 45

cloth/leat~r

~~~~/~~:o~i ~~~h~~~d---'1-~---45-- -----;~----

l~m:f~iffi~~;l:~~~~~c:/- 8-~------45-' '--'-'35" -1---4

upper leatherI
1.'1 . I -----------

Ii (Toe cap) Chromium p Latel
II upper Lea ther/foomed rubber/

_.._L wh~te__leath~:_. .__. .__._ . .__..__ .~.__.__"- __.__ _ .
r .

i
3. II Discussion I.)f results

II
II The results of the flame test show that this was a more severe test t~an the

radiation test as cGmparable prvtection tifues were shorter. Aluminised fabrics
.gave' extra pr:)tection against radiation, Tkble 2 (gauntlets). However, this is

II I .
not true for exposure to the flame test, as the flame rapidly blackened the
alum,1nium surface. The heavier standard g~untlet provided longer. protection time
than! theC2 and C7 gauntlet assembly (Tabl~ 3, gauntlets).

1,1 I
II The thermal resistance o f the gauntlet that can be obtained by increasing

the (hiCkness of the linings is li~ted by!the l~ss of manufacture power.

:1 The most satisfactory method of increasing the protection time is by increasing
the thermal resistance of the clothing ass~mbly. Increases in the time of protecti8n
against radiation of up to five tj~es can be obtained by wearing underwear consisting
of ailshirt and string vest. Similarly, Tal:b.e 3 (footwear) shows that increased :
prot~ction is obtained by wearing two pair~ of socks. The poor protcctijn given
by t~e assembly Lnc ruding a "space fabriC",! T~ble 2, (suiting) was due .to the fact
of t~e fabric melting and ceasing to fulfil its intended fu~ction 0f prOViding an
air ~ap. . I . . . .

I "

'iSome other points were noted during the tests. When leather was' exposed
direJtly to heat it became brittle and crac~ed exposing the under-Lying layt:!s to
radi,a:,~ion and flames though the protecti·.:m time remained relatively long. This
was ~lso t rue of some of the gannent fabric~ which disintegrated on hea t ing and
ceasea to prOvide 'any protectiop, the exceptiuns being the woven asbestos cloths.
The foamed rubber material used: as a waterp:toofing layer readily ignited in the
f'Iame] test when placed directly: behind the ~u ter leather layer (Table. 3, fObtwe.a.r)
and corrt i.nued to burn after the petrol fire had been extinguished. .

II

,In some assemblies, the temperature at the sur-f'a.ce vof the meat continued to
rise after the source of heat had been rerroved, If such' materials were adopted
it wohld be necessary to provide quick releJse: fastenings.

~his temperature ris~ was gen~rallY smllfer in those garments which had an
air-glip and was considerably reduced by str~ng, underwear, Th~ air gap is furthest
there)from the source ~f heat, its most eff.ective position (3).
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4. Conclusions

The most effective garments tested were :-

(1) suiting

(2) gauntlets

(3) helmets

(4) footwear

lasting cloth/2 layers string vest spacer/lining
"on both tests.

all the aluminised fabrios were very effective on
the radiation test; there was 1ittle to, choose
between any of the ma~~r~~ ~stod ngainst fl~~

impingement.

aluminium (foil) coated fabric on a flame-proofed
cotton base.

the orthodox sol~ leather/perforated l~ather/open
weave asbestos cloth/sole leather would give a
protection time in excess of that of the materials
of other garments; this in fact v':l1.Ud apply tc cmy
conventional shoe sole.,

..
f }

From the test results the following general conclusions can be drawn on
the design of protective "clothing.

1. Materials which propagate flame even if only in the presence of
supporting radiation should not be used.

2. Materials which disintegrate on exposure to flame are unsatisfactory.

3. An aluminised outer fabric is valuable when the rescue, worker is
exposed to radiation but is of little value when in contact with sooty
flames.

4. Air gaps in the outer garment assembly, such as that provided by
string vest fabric inorease the protection time, but synthetic "spacer
fabrics" with low melhng points should not be used.

5. It is advisable to wear underclothing consisting of a shirt and
string vest or having the eQuivalent thermal resistance, particularly
with sections which are likely to be exposed to flames. This provides
an. air gap at its most effective position.

6. The temperature of the inner layers of some assemblies continues
to rise after the wearer is no longer exposed to the source of heat and
such clothing should be Q8signed to be removed as Quickly as possible.

7. The thermal resistance of the gauntlets may be incr~ased by
using additional or thicker linings; the limit is the loss of manipulative
power •

8. The results of these tests are comparative only. The actual
protection times cou Ld only be Jetermined by field trials.
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PLATE.3. FLAM E TEST APPARATUS
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PLATE.4. FLAME TEST APPARATUS MODIFIED
FOR _FOOTWEAR SAMPLES




